If You Were God.
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If I Were God Wittenburg Door This is sort of in response to the Admin of the Internet thread, but obviously on a much larger scale. If you had total control over the known and IF I WERE GOD I think this question needs to be asked and answered at least once in a lifetime What would you do if you were literally god for one day, IF YOU WERE GOD, Tanzabend von Martin Harriague / Eine. If I were god essays It is difficult to say that I could sit here during study hall and think up a better image of what a person should be than God did. I don t really If You Were "God," How Would You Treat Yourself? Readings by. 21 Jun 2018. Get the If You Were God at Microsoft Store and compare products with the latest customer reviews and ratings. Download or ship for free. What would you do if you were God? - Hattiesburg American If I were God, I would give a little more water to the draught? Give a little more food to the hungry and the Sult. And A World of Love. If You Were God is a short book containing three works by the late Aryeh Kaplan. Buy If You Were God - Microsoft Store 21 Dec 2015. I know what I would do: exactly what I am doing now! You see, if I was God, I could do anything, so I would try to live my life in different ways If I were god for a day what would you do? - Off-Topic - Giant Bomb We all dream of what we d do if only we had the power to change the world. Now, in a new series on channel Five, called I Am God, Clive Anderson lets IF I WERE GOD. It was something that came into my mind during today s lecture. I composed the following poem based on the crazy ideas that were running If You Were God: Aryeh Kaplan: Amazon.com: Books If you Were God. Show all authors. First Published February 1, 1922 Research Article. https://doi.org/10.1177/002205742209500508 · https://doi.org/10.1177/ as if you were God WorldReference Forums 20 Apr 2013. If one day God could be proven to really exist, how would it change your outlook on the world and how you live your life? If you had one day left to live, what would you do? Originally Answered: What would you do if you were omnipotent for a day? If I were God for a day Andy Tran Pulse LinkedIn go Maybe it s a hypothetical question. Maybe it s not. Maybe you re God. Maybe I m God. Maybe we are all God and realizing that is “the battle” in this life. Alan watts what if you were god - YouTube If I was God for a day I would accelerate Earth to total re-usable power and then revert the damage done to the environment through pollution. Oper Leipzig - IF YOU WERE GOD 17 Aug 2012. HI everyone. I ve read several times to say this in both ways. which of them is correct "Walk as if you are kissing the Earth with your feet." Do What would you do if you were god for one day? - The Orange Room. 21 May 2015. We are now living in the age of globalization. As a consequence, the World is getting flatter and flatter. But is it flat enough? Human race has Images for If You Were God. Was it really great if we could have all His powers? But since Buy If You Were God, Would You Choose You?: How to Accept. Probably do the same thing god is doing right now. Nothing. Just joking, but I d probably start telling all the people in the houses of religion(s) to fork over all If I Were God - The Sun Magazine 22 Dec 2014. There are some among us, you know, who truly believe they are gods. If you were God, would you create living things, creatures of your own? If I were God, I would just be up there scratching my head, thinking. Yet if you did away with all suffering there will not be any learning taking place on. And because of this perhaps many people would not learn lessons that were If You Were God. - YouTube